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7th May 2019 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

LONDON BOROUGH OF HILLINGDON PROPOSED MAIN MODIFICATIONS TO THE LOCAL 
PLAN PART 2 CONSULTATION 2019 

Iceni Projects Ltd is instructed by Diocese of London to make representations to The London Borough 

of Hillingdon (‘the Council’) in response to the Proposed Main Modifications to the Local Plan Part 2 

Consultation.  

These representations relate to the Diocese of London’s landholdings at Land at St Martins, 

Breakspear Road, Ruislip which we consider is suitable for meeting educational needs in Hillingdon. 

We consider the site could accommodate a new primary, secondary or SEN school. Given its size and 

location it also has the potential to provide significant areas of playing fields for the school. This could 

be opened up for use by the local community providing further benefits. 

The purpose of this letter is to provide comment on the Main Modifications of the Local Plan as set out 

within the Proposed Schedule Document, specifically in relation to Chapter 7: Community 

Infrastructure, which proposes to amend Policy DMCI 2: New Community Infrastructure and 

incorporates New Policy DMCI 1A: Development of New Education Floorspace.  

Policy DMCI 2 New Community Infrastructure 

The Council’s up to date assessment to reflect the current position of educational needs over the 

period of the Local Plan is welcomed. The Strategic Infrastructure Plan (SIP) acknowledges that the 

Council have a statutory duty to make suitable provision to meet the needs of children and young 

people with special educational needs. Notwithstanding this, there is no reference to the level of need 

for Special Educational Needs (SEN) schools in the borough. We understand that the level of demand 

already outstrips supply in the Borough, with a shortage of places. While it is acknowledged that 

quantifying this level of need is harder than for mainstream pupils, this does not simply mean it should 

be ignored.  

The level of need for SEN schools should be established so a sufficient supply of sites can be identified 

to meet this need. Identifying school sites within outer London Boroughs is difficult and the absence 

of policy coverage for SEN schools means that there could be significant issues with meeting the 

needs of these pupils.  

As it currently stands this policy is currently unsound as it is not ‘positively prepared’ to meet all 

potential educational needs of the Borough.   

Policy DMCI IA: Development of New Education Floorspace 

Policy DMCI IA: Development of New Education Floorspace proposes a criteria in which the Council 

will use to determine proposals for new schools and school expansions. This approach is acceptable 
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in principle; however, we consider some areas of the criteria to be restricting when assessing which 

sites should be brought forward to address education needs.  

Part (i) of the policy states that proposals will be assessed based on the size of the site, its location 

and suitability to accommodate a new school or school expansion taking account of compatibility with 

surrounding uses and existing planning policy designations. While we agree that proposals should be 

assessed against existing planning policy designations, reference to specific designations such as 

Conservation Areas, MOL and Green Belt should be removed as they are superfluous. Schools are 

often more desirable on Green Belt sites as it allows a more pleasant environment for the school (with 

playing fields, for example) and can help with the delivery of higher quality infrastructure in sustainable 

locations.  

Further to this, assessing proposals based on the location and accessibility in relation to the intended 

catchment area of the school acts has the ability to rule out more sustainable and better suited sites 

outside of this area. The catchment area for a school can vary significant over the early years of 

operation and using this as a policy constraint is considered to be unnecessarily flexible to the site 

finding process. In any case, we consider that the school is best placed to establish the best location 

in relation to the catchment area. 

We also consider that there is no guidance about how this policy will be operated in practice and thus 

the policy is too imprecise to be helpful within the decision-making process.  

The proposed policy is considered to be unsound on the basis that it is not positively prepared (will 

not assist in meeting the educational needs of the Borough) and is not justified (the policy wording is 

not supported by evidence and imprecise).  

With this considered, we propose Policy DMCI 1A: Development of New Education Floorspace should 

be set out as below within the adopted Local Plan Part 2 in order to enable the delivery of the 

educational needs on sustainable sites, such as on the Land at St Martins, Breakspear Road. 

New Policy DMCI 1A: Development of New Education Floorspace 

New policy to assess proposals for new schools and school expansions: 

Policy DMCI 1A: Development of New Education Floorspace 

Proposals for new schools and school expansions will be assessed against the following criteria: 

i. The size of the site, its location and suitability to accommodate a new school or school 

expansion taking account of compatibility with surrounding uses, and existing planning 

policy designations (e.g. conservation areas, MOL, Green Belt). 

i The impact on green open space, games pitches, outdoor play and amenity space, 

taking account of the character of the area, whether the site is within an area of 

open space deficiency and whether the school has sufficient outdoor space for play 

and games. 

ii. The location and accessibility of the site in relation to: 

• the intended catchment area of the school; 

• public transport; and 

• the local highway network and its ability to accommodate new or additional school 

trips without adverse impact on highway safety and convenient walking and 

cycling routes to schools. 

iii. The extent to which the building design contributes towards the government target that 

schools and colleges should be zero carbon from 2016. 
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Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the new Local Plan Proposed Main Modifications 

consultation. Should you have any further questions, please contact me on DD: 020 3725 3856 Mob: 

07805926150 or email me on jsullivan@iceniprojects.com. 

Kind regards, 

 

Jamie Sullivan 

ASSOCIATE 
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